
A   D E S C R I P T I O N   O F
B A G A M O Y O
In this part of the work I will give an orientation of Bagamoyo- how it
has developed over time and something about it�s future. I will also
describe certain aspects which I think are the most important for the
future development of Bagamoyo - that is tourism, the possible fu-
ture world heritage, the coast and the vegetation. Together this gives
the background to my proposal and an explanation to the direction of
my work.
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Magomeni market
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New market
The commercial centre of Bagamoyo.

Cyclist
Transportation of goods is often by bike.
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historical bagamoyo

About 6 km south of Bagamoyo Kaole Ruins are situated. Kaole was
during the 13th century an important trading post of Arab tradesmen,
long before Bagamoyo had assumed any significance. (Fitzpatrick,
2002) In the 14th century Kaole was abandoned as the Portuguese
began preying the coast. Bagamoyo�s advantageous location with fer-
tile hinterland, access to the interior and a large, deep harbour
caused the late 18th century resettlement to occur here instead of in
Kaole. (Areskough & Persson, 1999)

Arabs were the first immigrants to resettle in Bagamoyo. Their wish
was to attract more commerce to Bagamoyo and they were success-
ful. Historically, Bagamoyo was one of East Africa�s most important
ports and trading centres. Bagamoyo was a link between East Africa,
Zanzibar and trading countries in Asia, Europe and the Arabic Penin-
sula. (Stuermer, 2003) Slaves, ivory and salt were transported from
the inner parts of east Africa to Zanzibar and overseas. Bagamoyo
became a meeting place for Africans, Arabs, Indians, Portuguese,
British and Germans. Traces of the various nationalities and cultures
can be seen in the structure of the town and in the interesting mix of
architecture. (Karlsson, 1968) In the old part of Bagamoyo, Stone
town, the streets are narrow. The buildings are two or three stories
high made of white washed coral stone. Close to the sea there are
also a couple of large buildings from the German colonial time. From
1887 to 1891 Bagamoyo was the capital of German East Africa. When
Bagamoyo in the late 19th century lost its importance to the growing
port of Dar es Salaam the number of visitors decreased, the popula-
tion stagnated and trade almost disappeared. (Areskough & Persson,
1999) In the late 1800�s Bagamoyos population was close to 10 000.
Some 35 years later, according to the Annual report of 1924, it was
down to 4 000 people. (Areskough & Persson, 1999)

The following account about Bagamoyo is taken from a book by
Edvard Gleerup - a little known Swedish �explorer� who passed
through Bagamoyo on his return from Congo in 1886:

�The landscape was as park-like as before and the villages numerous.
Everyone was smitten with feverish desire to make the daily marches
as long as possible. We reached the Ruru River by the 25th of June,
traversed it in canoes, and for a whole hour afterwards were born
over a marshy plain. Then, when we had penetrated a little wood, the
elegant crowns of coconut palms were glimpsed in the distance - a
sure sign that the longed for coast was near. The palm trees quickly
became denser, mango trees made their appearance, - at last the
broad blue ocean lay before me, the trek across Africa was con-
cluded! (�) and soon we reached the luxurious park of mission at
Bagamoyo. Through splendid avenues of mangoes we approached the
imposing establishment, where we were received by Monseigneur
Courbouth, Pere Etienne and Frere Oscar. (�) About 24 years ago
Pere Etienne, founder of the establishment, had arrived at Bagamoyo.
The low even beaches were then covered with almost impenetrable
thickets and wood, infested with lions, hyenas, snakes and other wild
animals. (�) All that had now undergone a complete transformation.
White stone houses in two stories alternate with humble grass-
thatched huts, the streets are narrow, crooked and dirty, but teeming
with life, banyans, wangwana, and natives from the hinterland. In the
open shops Hindu merchants sit cross-legged among their wares.�

Gleerup�s comments about crooked streets would seem to indicate
that the old town centre was not at the time confined to the long par-
allel streets close to the shore, India street and School street. The
straight streets now dominate west and south west of the stone town,
Mangesani Street and Caravan Street, had not been laid out.
(Karlsson, 1968) The Germans built this triangle of streets in the be-
ginning of their occupation and along the streets guard-posts were
placed1.

Bagamoyo 1950
Most of Bagamoyo was situated
northeast of the triangle shaped road
net. The commercial centre, the Old
market, was from the beginning of
1900 until around 1970 situated in
Stone town.a

Caravan Street
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1 Canadian history student doing research in Bagamoyo, interview, March 2005
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2 Mr Lucas Antiquities department Bagamoyo, interview, February 2005
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present bagamoyo
Bagamoyo 2000
The new commercial centre, New
market, was built in the 1970´s in
the geographical centre when the
town has grown outside the triangle
towards west and south west.
(Stuermer, 2003) Because of the
change of commercial centre, the
old Stone town is nowadays almost
deserted and many of the old build-
ings are empty and fall apart.

At present the population of Bagamoyo is about 30 000 people. It is a
fast growing town and both the number of inhabitants and visitors
grow rapidly because of the good connection to Dar es Salaam. A few
years ago the government decided to improve the old dirt road be-
tween Bagamoyo and Dar es Salaam. A trip that used to take five
hours now only takes about one hour, and this has had a great im-
pact on Bagamoyo. The short travelling time makes it possible for the
local population and tourists to travel between the cities in a way
which was not possible before.2

Bagamoyo 2020?
The future growing of Bagamoyo,
based on the current expansion
trends, would be west and south
along and between the roads from
Dar es Salaam and Msata.

Authorities anticipate a further expansion of Bagamoyo in the future.
This assumption is based on the effects anticipated by the improve-
ments of the infrastructure and restorations of the Stone town, which
is expected to increase the number of visitors, inhabitants and inves-
tors in Bagamoyo. (Stuermer, 2003) The number of visitors of
Bagamoyo is likely to increase more in the future if Bagamoyo�s
Stone town together with the former slave-trade route became a
�Cultural Heritage of the World� by UNESCO. (Bothe, 2003)

future bagamoyo

Dar es Salaam
Msata



tourism
The beach in Bagamoyo is one of the main attractions for people to
come there. Another important attraction is the historical sites of
Bagamoyo, mostly attracting first time visitors, such as backpackers
from Europe, school classes from all over Tanzania and international
tourists staying at the hotels north of the town. Bagamoyo is also an
important cultural centre in Tanzania attracting people to come to the
town. The College of Arts is educating students from all over Tanzania
and other parts of the world in dance, music and drama. There is also
a sculpture school in Bagamoyo and the art of makonde- traditional
wood sculptures- is performed. (Areskough & Persson, 1999) The po-
tential of Bagamoyo�s culture and art is underdeveloped today. There
are so many cultural activities in Bagamoyo that could be expanded
both for the inhabitants of Bagamoyo and the visitors.

Tourism is reported to be the largest component of world trade, em-
ploying over 212 million people, one of nine workers. (Gunn, 1997)

Historically, tourism development in the third world came from for-
eign investors who saw opportunities, purchased land, and proceeded
with development without input from local residents. (Gunn, 1997) In
Bagamoyo the first hotel was established in the late 19th century by a
group of Greek immigrants. (Areskough & Persson, 1999) Even today
most of the large hotels by the coast are foreign owned.

It is important that the tourism economically benefits the people of
the host country. In Bagamoyo, where many of the large hotels are
as well European owned as situated in the outskirts of the town, the
money from the tourism industry does not reach the small local
bussinesses. The visitors of the hotels in the north spend a lot of
their time at the hotel or at the beach near the hotel3 and are not in-
tegrated in the town life. These hotels in the outskirts of the town
are neither physically nor mentally in contact with the town itself.
The location of the hotels makes it hard for the tourists to actually
find their way to different places in town.4 Since many package tours
include basically everything and there is no need to go to the town
centre for a drink or for a meal at a local restaurant. A change of
these conditions is very essential so the developments of tourism
could benefit the inhabitants of Bagamoyo.

One problem when the money of the tourism industry doesn�t reach
the common people is criminality. Most of the guidebooks warn tour-
ists about the problems of robberies in Bagamoyo. This problem could
probably decrease if also the inhabitants of Bagamoyo could feel the
economical benefits of the tourism in their pockets.

One example of a successful locally controlled project is the village
Choome in the north of Tanzania. Groups of tourists come to the vil-
lage to see the forests. The visitors stay in a family in the village dur-
ing the stay and the family gets some money for that and young peo-
ple work as guides for these groups. A fee is also paid for every visi-
tor entering the forest. The project started when the forest was
threatened to be taken down and used as fuel. It is a success. Be-
cause when the inhabitants of Choome realised that they could gain
economically from their beautiful forest and at the same time keep it,
people stopped to take it down.5

Tourism could have a positive effect on a place, but it can also have
negative impacts on the appearance and structure of the town.
(ICOMOS, 1975) Historical reviews suggest that the poor prepareness
is the greatest risk of negative impact. (Gunn, 1997) It is at the
planning and design stage that most of the potential ills of tourism
development can be avoided according to Gunn. Therefor it is very
important to work simultaneously with tourism plans and urban plan-
ning. It is important to take control over the tourism development
and not just let things happen by chance.

3 Hotel manager at one of the hotels in Bagamoyo, interview, January 2005
4 Swedish tourists travelling with �läs & res�, interview, March 2005 5 Hamisi Gyori guide for Swedish travelling company �läs & res�, interview, March 2005
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